Secure Charging Solutions
Benefits OF Towers

It Staff

Teachers

otap
Affordable Versatility
Less cord replacement
Results colleagues notice

100% STUDENT MANAGED
CLEAN CABLE MANAGEMENT
SPACE SAVING DESIGN

Creates Time

Administration
Measurable results
improved staff relationships
Deployment That puts Education first

WHAT SCHOOLS SAY
ABOUT POWERGISTICS
“We love the small form factor and security
of the PowerGistics Tower. Space is always at
a premium in any classroom and the
PowerGistics Tower gives us easy access to
the devices while taking up minimal space.
The fact that you can easily verify the
devices are present and charging without
unlocking or opening the unit is another
plus. Finally, the colors fit in well in our elementary classrooms and give the very utilitarian units a bit of design interest.”
Jeff Thweatt- Ezell-Harding Christian School

Limited Lifetime Warranty

POWERGISTICS.COM

Everyone
Enhanced security
Saves deployment time
Reduces repair costs and time
SMALL FOOTPRINT
The PowerGistics wall mount towers save space
with our vertical storage design. Expedite your
transitions by implementing a split
deployment strategy.
TANGLE FREE CABLE MANAGEMENT
PowerGistics NEW design holds cables snug so
students and staff have just enough cable to
plug in their device, saving IT staff hours of
untangling!
STUDENT MANAGED
Students can easily manage charging of their
devices with an open design for easy visual
inventory and charging status.
SPEED OF DEPLOYMENT
Tower device management allows students to
manage their own devices during transition,
saving instructional time.

844.205.1217

KEYFEATURES

Stores Standard iPads and 11.6” Devices
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Baseboard Cut Out: This cut out allows for
seamless placement against the wall & floor.
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Powerstrip Access: Convenient access while
hiding powerstrip.
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THINK OUTSIDE THE CART

Cable Management Eyelet: Specifically
designed to allow enough cable to charge
devices while securing each cable to
eliminate loss & damage.
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Anchor Keyhole: Anchors the spine to the
wall, while still allowing access to the back.
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Floor Standing: The floor carries the weight
while the wall mount keeps the tower
upright.
Open Concept Door: Allows for quick visual
inventory of devices, while the steel door
ensures security.
Keyed Lock: 2 position lock that requires a
key ONLY to unlock door.
Side Strip: The side strips provide extra
security and shelf stability eliminating
device access from the side.

TOWER20

TECH SPECS
Model #: 1T20110
Tower Dimensions: 59” H x 10.25” W X 19.5” D
Number of device slots: 20
Power Supply: 120V AC-50/60 Hz, 15 AMPS
Cord Length: 10 foot cord length
Max Device Size: 12” D X 8.7” W
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